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The Danes were England's second ruling dynasty. Here are offered profiles for each of the

Danish monarchs. This is a suitable guide for educational reference or simply general interest.



The DanesBy Nicky Stuart Verra AcknowledgementsI wish to acknowledge that the pictures of

Svend, Knutr, Harald and Hardeknudcarry the following tags for the United States and the

home jurisdiction (United Kingdom) where necessary to detail that they are in the public

domain:{{}},those and all other images used in this work are all public domain and free for

commercial use in the United Kingdom and other jurisdictions. ContentsHouse of Knytlinga

(The Danes)Svend Tveskeg 1013-1014Knutr 1016-1035Harald Harefoot 1035-1040Hardeknud

1040-1042 House of Knytlinga (The Danes) The House of Knytlinga-the Danish House- ruled

over England as an interlude, sandwiched between two periods of Saxon rule. This was a

reflection of the long power struggle for the throne between both Wessex and the Danelaw.

Danish rule briefly orientated England Northwards away from the bulk of mainland Europe and

towards the Scandinavian Peninsula, the crown being in personal union with the Kingdom of

Denmark. This House mixed with both the Saxons and Norman stock, feeding into the Royal

bloodline. {{}}Svend Tveskeg 1013-1014Born: 960 at Denmark to Harald Bluetooth and

GunhildMarried: (1) Gunhild of Wenden (2) Sigrid the Haughty
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Handy, small and concise. A neat, small reference book witha short

concise descriptions of Danish rulers of England. I would have given it five but I didn't like the

rating system of marks out of ten for each King's life. It seemed rather arbitrary and whimsical

without any definition of how the marks were arrived at.”

Mr Jones, “Detailed but Simple.. This book has a comprehensive summary about several

people in the Danes Era. It had plenty of information but I wasn't overloaded with facts. I liked
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the Did you know section a lot.”

The book by Nicky Stuart Verra has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 5 people have provided feedback.
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